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NEW DELHI: The gang of terrorists who wreaked
mayhem in Mumbai for three days were made to
believe by their Lashkar bosses that they were not
being sent on a suicide mission and that they would
be coming back alive.
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In a sensational disclosure made by Ajmal, the jihadi
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nabbed alive by Mumbai cops, the group had

tackled terrorists

planned to sail out on Thursday. Their recruiters had
even charted out the return route for them and
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stored it on the GPS device which they had used to
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navigate their way to the Mumbai shoreline.

investments

This suggests that the terrorists were willing to undertake a mission which they knew would be very risky,
but not necessarily suicidal.

Sources said that the bait of safe return must have been used by the recruiters to convince the wavering
among the group to join the audacious plot against Mumbai.
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Ajmal made another important disclosure: that all terrorists were trained in marine warfare along with the
special course Daura-e-Shifa conducted by the Lashkar-e-Taiba in what at once transforms the nature of
the planning from a routine terror strike and into a specialized raid by commandos.

Battle-hardened ATS officials are surprised by the details of the training the terrorists were put through
before being despatched for the macabre mission. This was very different from a terrorist attack, and
amounted to an offensive from the seam, said a source.
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Ajmal has revealed the name of his fellow jihadis all Pakistani citizens as Abu Ali, Fahad, Omar, Shoaib,
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Umer, Abu Akasha, Ismail, Abdul Rahman (Bara) and Abdul Rahman (Chhota).
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The account of Ajmal also strengthens the doubt of the complicity of powerful elements in the Pakistani
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establishment. According to him, the group set off on November 21 from an isolated creek near Karachi

140

without the deadly cargo of arms and ammunition they were to use against the innocents in Mumbai. The
group received arms and ammunition on board a large Pakistani vessel which picked them up the following
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day. The vessel, whose ownership is now the subject of an international probe, had four Pakistanis apart
from the crew.
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Its not only pakistan, all the muslim nations are troubling rest of the countries in the world
by creating terror and violence. Muslims have been a great pain to all the religions
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because all the time its only muslims who get involved in bomb blasts and terror attacks.
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